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Abstract

The central sulcus (CS) divides the pre- and post-central gyri along the dorsal-ventral plane of

which all motor and sensory functions are topographically organized. The motor-hand area of the

precentral gyrus or knob has been described as the anatomical substrate of the hand in humans.
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Given the importance of the hand in primate evolution, here we examined the evolution of the

motor-hand area by comparing the relative size and pattern of cortical folding of the CS surface

area from magnetic resonance images in 131 primates including Old World monkeys, apes, and

humans. We found that humans and great apes have a well-formed motor-hand area that can be

seen in the variation in depth of the CS along the dorsal-ventral plane. We further found that great

apes have relatively large CS surface areas compared to Old World monkeys. However, relative to

great apes, humans have a small motor-hand area in terms of both adjusted and absolute surface

areas.
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During primate evolution, the cerebral cortex has become increasingly gyrified concomitant

with enlargement in size. Humans show the greatest degree of cortical folding followed by

apes, then the more distantly related monkeys and strepsirrhines [Rilling and Insel 1999b;

Rogers et al. 2010; Zilles et al. 1989]. The central sulcus (CS) is a prominent cortical fold,

one of the first to form in embryogenesis, which divides the pre- and postcentral gyri. Motor

and sensory systems are represented along the dorsal-ventral axis of these two gyri, which

are sometimes referred to as the “motor and sensory homunculi”. In Old Word monkeys and

apes, the primary motor cortex (Brodmann's area 4) is located along the anterior bank of the

central sulcus and extends onto the free surface of the precentral gyrus, whereas in humans

the primary motor cortex is mostly restricted to the buried surface of the central sulcus

[Sherwood et al. 2004]. In human and nonhuman primates, stimulation of the motor cortex

in the mid portion of the precentral gyrus results in movement of the individual digits of the

hand whereas stimulation in more ventral regions results in movements of facial

musculature including the lips, eyes, vocal folds, and tongue [Bailey et al. 1950; Penfield

and Boldrey 1936; Petrides et al. 2005].

Humans are distinct from other primates with respect to manual motor skills and control.

Specifically, the human hand is distinguished from that of apes by shorter fingers relative to

the thumb, increased robusticity of the thumb, and a wider range of movement at the wrist

[Tocheri et al. 2008]. These modifications have resulted in increased opposability of the

thumb and individual control of digits [Connolly 1998; Marzke 1996]. It has been

hypothesized that with the advent of bipedalism in early humans, the hands were

subsequently freed from participating in locomotor function and became increasingly

involved in complex manipulative actions such as prehensile grasping, tool use, tool making,

and gestural communication [Bradshaw 1997; Corballis 2002; Marzke 1997; Young 2003].

Because of the importance of increasing motor control of the hand found in primate

evolution [Castiello 2005], we sought to examine the evolution of the surface area and

folding of the CS in primates. Comparative examination of the dorsal-ventral variation in the

surface area and depth of the CS in different primate species was of specific interest. Recent

studies in humans and chimpanzees have identified an anatomical landmark in the middle

portion of the CS referred to as the motor-hand area, or KNOB [Hopkins and Pilcher 2001;
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Yousry et al. 1997]. The KNOB has been described as an epsilon- or omega-shaped

formation, although there is some variation in its appearance [Caulo et al. 2007]. It has been

suggested that the formation of the KNOB is attributable to the presence of a buried gyrus

that connects the pre- and post-central gyri referred to as the “pli de passage fronto-parietal

moyen” (PPFM), originally described by Broca [Alkadhi and Kollias 2004; Boling et al.

1999]. In the presence of the PPFM, the central portion of the CS has to fold over this gyrus,

which results in the formation of the KNOB. In humans, functional imaging studies have

shown that individual movement of the digits and wrist are spatially represented along the

contour of the KNOB, suggesting that this region represents the cortical substrate of the

hand [Boroojerdi et al. 1999; Pizzella et al. 1999; Sastre-Janer et al. 1998]. Indeed, though

rare, occasionally the PPFM can project to the surface of the cortex resulting in a bifurcation

of the CS [Alkadhi and Kollias 2004; Boling et al. 1999]. Interestingly, where the split in the

CS occurs divides the motor representation of the wrist from the individual digits, further

implicating this region as the cortical region controlling digit use. In chimpanzees, a positron

emission tomography study showed activation in the KNOB region in the hemisphere

contralateral to the hand used during a reach-and-grasp task [Hopkins et al. 2010b],

suggesting that the KNOB may similarly represent the cortical substrate of the hand in this

species. Finally, in both humans and chimpanzees, anatomical asymmetries in the KNOB

have been linked to individual differences in hand preference and skill at the level of gross

morphology [Amunts et al. 1996; Foundas et al. 1998; Hopkins and Cantalupo 2004;

Kloppel et al. 2010; Li et al. 2009] and histology [Sherwood et al. 2010; Sherwood et al.

2007]. These findings reinforce the view that the motor hand area of the precentral gyrus

may represent the neural substrate of the hand and possibly handedness.

In the current study, we sought to examine the evolution of CS size and morphology,

particularly for the KNOB, across primates in relation to the size of the cerebral cortical

surface. The motor skills of apes have been demonstrated to exceed those of other primates

[Christel 1994; Pouydebat et al. 2009]; thus, we hypothesized that the morphology and

folding pattern of humans and apes would differ from those of more distantly related Old

World monkeys. Given the elaboration of manual motor skill in humans, we also aimed to

determine whether the human CS shows modification of its morphology or surface area as

compared to apes. To test these hypotheses, magnetic resonance images (MRI) of the brain

were obtained from primates representing 10 species covering 30 millions years of

evolutionary history (since the divergence of the last common ancestor of Old World

monkeys and humans). From the MRI scans, we initially quantified the surface area and

depth of the CS using BrainVisa software (see below). BrainVisa analyzes on cortical

folding patterns of the brain and uses sulcus-based morphometry [Mangin et al. 2004],

which differs from manual tracing approaches because it quantifies both the surface area and

depth of the sulci rather than solely the linear length of the outer contour of the sulcus. The

use of the BrainVisa's morphometry tools for quantifying brain specialization is particularly

interesting in comparison to manual tracing approaches. Indeed BrainVisa's tools involve

automatic processes for analyzing the brain images which prevents from variation of human

judgments related with manual tracing and minimize then potential observer bias.
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Methods

Subjects

Magnetic resonance images (MRI) were obtained from a total of 131 primates including

humans (Homo sapiens, n = 11, all males), chimpanzees (Pan troglodytes, n = 19, 10 males

and 9 females), bonobos (Pan paniscus, n = 12, 7 males and 5 females), gorillas (Gorilla

gorilla, n =18, 13 males and 5 females), orangutans (Pongo pygmaeus, n = 15, 9 males and 6

females), gibbons (Hylobates lar, n = 4, 2 males and 2 females), baboons (Papio anubis, n =

4, 2 males and 2 females), vervet monkeys (Chlorocebus aethiops sabaeus, n = 12, all

females), rhesus monkeys (Macaca mulatta, n = 21, 16 males and 5 females) and bonnet

monkeys (Macaca radiata, n = 16, 8 males and 8 females). For the humans, gibbons, vervet,

rhesus and bonnet monkeys, all the MRI scans were obtained in vivo while a combination of

in vivo (IV) and post-mortem (PM) scans made up the baboon (2 PM, 2 IV), orangutan (4

IV, 11 PM), gorilla (2 IV, 16 PM), chimpanzee (9 IV, 10 PM) and bonobo (4 IV, 8 PM)

samples. All PM brains were collected following the naturally occurring death of the

subjects. Thus, no subjects were sacrificed for the purposes of this study. In humans, the

absence of anatomical MRI scans in females prevents us to evaluate the potential gender

effect on the variation of the CS within a comparative framework with the other primate

species. The vervet monkeys were members of the Vervet Research Colony at UCLA [Fears

et al. 2009]. The bonnet and rhesus monkeys were housed at Wake Forest University

Primate Center. For all species, the scanning procedures were performed under the

guidelines of state and federal laws, the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services and

institutional animal care and use committees.

Image Collection and Procedure

This study was opportunistic in terms of availability of in vivo and post-mortem MRI scans.

Thus, as noted above, the magnets and scanning protocols were not identical in all species.

Further, in the case of humans, our sample was restricted to males. This presents some

limitations for certain comparative analyses because variation in magnet strength and/or

scanning protocol can influence the signal strength and sensitivity in contrast between grey

matter, white matter and CSF. Moreover, shrinkage in tissue due to fixatives can result in

some distortion in size of various structures. However, in all of the comparative analyses of

CS surface area and depth, the individual values were adjusted for whole brain measures

taken from the same scan either by calculating a ratio measure or by regression. Thus,

inherent differences in grey matter, white matter and CSF due to the scanning protocols or

magnet strength were standardized within individuals when quantifying the surface area and

depth of the CS (also see Discussion).

For in vivo MRI scans in all species except humans, subjects were first immobilized by

ketamine injection as appropriate for the species and subsequently anaesthetized with

propofol (chimpanzees), midazolam and ketamine (vervets) or isofluorane (rhesus and

bonnet macaques). The subjects remained anaesthetized for the duration of the scans as well

as the time needed to transport them between their home cage and the imaging facility (total

time ∼ 2 h, MRI acquisition time ranging from 36-60 minutes). All scans were examined at

the time of acquisition and any image with artifact was excluded in the subsequent image
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processing. After completing MRI procedures, the subjects were temporarily housed in a

single cage for 6–12 h to allow the effects of the anesthesia to wear off, after which they

were returned to their home cage. The archived MRI data were transferred to a PC running

BrainVisa software for post-image processing. To provide an unbiased collection of human

subjects, a heterogeneous sample set (n = 11) was randomly assembled from the BrainVisa

database. All MR images were previously processed through the software before including

them in our analyses. As such, the scans originated from many different scanners and

protocols over the span of 20 years using an approximate gradient echo protocol (inversion

time = 500 ms, pulse repetition = 10 ms, echo time = 2 ms, and a 256 × 256 matrix). For the

post-mortem scanning, either 4.7 or 7T magnets were used and T2-weighted images were

collected in the transverse plane using a gradient echo protocol (pulse repetition = 22.0 s,

echo time = 78.0 ms, number of signals averaged = 8-12, and a 256 × 192 matrix

reconstructed to 256 × 256).

Image Processing

The sequence of processing steps performed on the images is shown in Figures 1a to 1h. The

pipeline of processing used to extract central sulcus from the raw T1-weighted image

derives from a pipeline initially dedicated to the human brain and freely distributed as a

BrainVISA toolbox (http://brainvisa.info) [Mangin et al. 2004]. The human-dedicated

pipeline has been used previously for at least 5000 different subjects. Some tuning of this

pipeline was required to account for specificities of the nonhuman primate anatomy as well

as the different protocols used to acquire the images in the in vivo and post-mortem brains.

Notably, for the post-mortem MRI scans, we had to invert the intensities corresponding to

grey and white matter in order for BrainVISA to run properly. The pipeline processing steps

proceeded in the following manner: First, correction of the spatial inhomogeneities of the

signal, which prevent direct association between the signal intensity and the nature of the

tissue, were performed. The estimation of the spatially smooth bias field used to restore the

signal intensity was performed via minimisation of the signal entropy [Mangin 2000]. After

correction, each tissue intensity distribution was stable across the brain (see Fig. 1b).

Second, automatic analysis of the signal histogram and mathematical morphology was then

used to compute a binary mask of the brain (see Fig. 1c). This approach is built on the fact

that the brain is surrounded by dark areas corresponding to skull and cerebrospinal fluid

(CSF). Therefore, once the range of intensities corresponding to brain tissue had been

defined by histogram analysis, brain segmentation mainly amounts to splitting the

connections with external structures like the optic nerves. For the chimpanzee anatomy,

some specific tuning had to be applied relative to the human-dedicated processing

performed by BrainVISA [Mangin et al. 1998]. For some chimpanzees, indeed, the largest

object in the image after splitting connections turns out to be the muscles. Hence, in order to

reliably select the brain, we had to introduce an additional constraint relative to the

localization of the brain in the middle of the head. Once the brain mask had been defined,

the mask was split into three parts corresponding to hemispheres and cerebellum (see Fig.

1d) [Mangin et al. 1996].

After a mask has been defined for each hemisphere, a negative mould of the white matter

was computed [Mangin et al. 1996]. The outside boundary of this mould results from a 5-
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mm “closing” of the masked hemisphere. Here, “closing” is an operation of Mathematical

Morphology used to analyze shapes: the mask of the hemisphere is first “dilated” then

“eroded” which results in deleting the folds that are less than 5mm wide. The inside

boundary is the grey/white interface computed with topology preserving deformations

assuring the spherical topology of the mould (see Fig. 1e). Imposing the actual topology of

the cortex to the mould prevents the detection of spurious folds resulting from noisy data

[Mangin et al. 1995]. The mould is finally skeletonized in order to detect the cortical fold as

crest surfaces of the 3D MR image located inside the mould [Mangin et al. 2004].

Skeletonization is another standard technique in Mathematical Morphology. An object is

eroded until losing its thickness: for example, a door would become a flat 2D surface or a

ball with a cavity would become a sphere. The crest surfaces stem from a morphological

watershed process iteratively eroding the 3D mould from the lightest intensities to the

darkest intensities. Topological constraints guarantee that the resulting surfaces have no

holes. The end result is a set of topologically elementary surfaces located along the darkest

part of the fold corresponding to CSF (see Fig. 1f-g). These elementary surfaces are split

further when a deformation of the deepest part of the fold indicates the presence of a buried

gyrus. The clues allowing the detection of buried gyri are embedded in the curvature of the

grey/white interface [Mangin et al. 2004]. Indeed, a buried gyrus leads to a horse saddle

shape in the depth of the grey/white interface, which results in a negative Gaussian curvature

providing these clues. Finally, the cortical folds comprising the sulci are presented in the 3D

visualization graph (Fig 1h) and the folds making up the central sulcus were selected

manually by the user. The authors simply chose the central sulcus among other folds. Note

that while this selection can be ambiguous in the human brain, because of the variability of

fold interruptions, no error can occur with other primates. The extracted CS from

representative species in this study is shown in Figure 2.

Cortical Measures

For the CS, two primary measures were obtained including the surface area and the depth of

the CS along the entire dorsal-ventral plane (see Figure 3 and 4a). Surface area (mm2) was

measured independently by the software and reflected the area of the CS as a function of the

depth and length of the sulcus. Using BrainVisa, we also computed the total folded cortical

sulci surface area (mm2) for each hemisphere and subject, which includes only the surface

area within cerebral sulci, excluding the gyral cortex. The total cortical folded surface area

excluded the cerebellum and brain stem regions. This measure allowed us to compare the CS

surface area in each species after adjusting for total folded cortical surface area. To compute

the relative surface area of the CS, we divided the surface area of the CS by the total folded

cortical surface area and multiplied by 100 (Percent_CS). This measure indicated the

percentage of the total surface area of the brain that was comprised of the CS.

Because interspecific data should not be considered independent - i.e. relationships between

species lead to relationships between data points [Felsenstein 1985] - two approaches where

used to incorporate phylogenetic information in the analysis. First, we calculated

phylogenetic ANOVAs [Garland et al. 1993] using the phytools R package [Revell

2011]with monkeys as one group and apes as the other, to test if there was an effect of a

grade-shift on Percent_CS when phylogeny was taken into account. In addition, to explore
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allometric scaling, we calculated both ordinary least squares regression coefficients and

phylogenetic generalized least squares (PGLS) [Grafen 1989; Martins and Hansen 1997] to

test for the relationship between CS surface area and total folded cortical surface area (with

CS surface area subtracted) assuming a Brownian Motion model of trait evolution. All data

in regression analyses were natural logged. We used the PGLS function the package Caper

[Orme 2012]. All phylogenetic analyses were conducted using R 3.0.2 [Team 2011].

Central Sulcus Parameterization and Fold Depth

For each subject, the CS was standardized into 100 equally spaced sections along the dorsal-

ventral axis and the depth of the sulcus at each point was quantified. The procedure can be

briefly summarized as follows: a coordinate system is computed on the sulcus that indicates

the position of each point relative to its depth (x coordinate) and its position along the sulcus

between the dorsal and ventral extremities (y coordinate), as illustrated in Figure 4b and 4c.

At each position, y=0 through100 along the sulcus length, the depth is defined as the length

of the corresponding y iso-coordinate line (see Figure 4d). Various publications provide

more technical details about this procedure [Coulon et al. 2006; Cykowski et al. 2008;

Davatzikos and Bryan 2002; Hopkins et al. 2010a].

Data Analysis and Quantification of the Pli-de-Passage

To explore the variation in the central CS region further, we quantified the CS depth

corresponding to the “pli de passage fronto-parietal moyen” (PPFM) using previously

described methods [Coulon et al. 2006; Cykowski et al. 2008; Hopkins et al. 2010a].

Because the PPFM was only identifiable in the great apes and humans (see below), these

analyses were restricted to those species. Briefly, we recorded the largest depth measure that

was superior (SP) and inferior (IP) to the central location of the CS (location 50) (Figure

4d). We then recorded the shallowest CS depth (PPFM) between the SP and IP locations

(Figure 4d). The maximum depth of the PPFM was then computed following the formula:

[PPFM_max = ((depth(IP)+depth(SP))2.0) -depth(PPFM)]. This measure reflected the

magnitude of cortical folding of the central CS region relative to the superior and inferior

points in each subject and species and was used to quantify the region, which included the

motor hand area. For all analyses, α was set to 0.05 and, when necessary, post-hoc tests

were conducted using Tukey's Honestly Significant Difference (HSD) tests.

Results

Central Sulcus Surface Area

In the initial analysis, we compared the Percent_CS measure between species. A one-way

analysis of variance revealed a significant main effect for species (F(9, 121) = 20.37, p <

0.001). The mean Percent_CS score for each species is shown in Figure 5. Post-hoc analysis

indicated that gorillas and orangutan had the significant higher values than all other species,

though they did not differ from each other. Furthermore, humans, chimpanzees and bonobos

had significantly higher values than all Old World monkeys and lesser ape species but did

not differ from each other. Finally, gibbons and baboons had significantly higher values than

vervet, rhesus and bonnet monkeys.
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We also analyzed species mean Percent_CS using phylogenetic ANOVA, comparing

monkeys versus apes. When humans are included in the ape group, the difference is not

significant (F = 6.82, p = 0.30); however, when humans are removed from the ape group,

then the difference approaches significance (F = 16.46, p < 0.02). These results indicate that

apes, which have a larger brain size, also tend to have a larger proportion of CS surface area

relative to the rest of the folded cerebral cortex, although humans depart from this trend in

having a relatively smaller CS surface area as compared to great apes.

We examined the scaling of CS surface area against the rest of the folded cortical surface

area using species mean data. When humans are not included, both ordinary least squares

and PGLS regressions demonstrate a positive allometric relationship (OLS: slope = 1.29,

95% CI = 1.12 – 1.46, r2 = 0.98, p < 0.001; PGLS: slope = 1.20, 95% CI = 1.00 – 1.39, r2 =

0.96, p < 0.001). Human values for CS surface area fall below the predictions based on the

nonhuman primate scaling relationship (Figure 6). Consequently, when humans are included

in the analysis the scaling exponent is reduced and includes isometry within the 95%

confidence intervals (OLS: slope = 1.12, 95% CI = 0.93 – 1.31, r2 = 0.95, p < 0.001; PGLS:

slope = 0.95, 95% CI = 0.73 – 1.17, r2 = 0.92, p < 0.001).

Overall Cortical Folding of the Central Sulcus

In the next analysis, we examined species differences in folding of the CS along the dorsal-

ventral axis using the parameterization methods of BrainVISA described above. As can be

seen in Figure 7, in humans and great apes, the depth of the middle portion of the CS is

small relative to the adjacent dorsal and ventral regions. This pattern of distinct dorsal-

ventral variation in CS depth, however, is absent in gibbons and the Old World monkey

species and is likely attributable to the increased size of the PPFM in great apes and humans

compared to other primates.

Variability in the PPFM Between Great Apes and Humans

For the PPFM_max measure, significant species differences were found between apes and

humans (F(4, 69) = 4.87, p < 0.008). The mean PPFM_max values for each species are shown

in Figure 8 and these findings reflect the dorsal-ventral CS patterns illustrated in Figure 7.

The mean PPFM_max was significantly smaller in humans and orangutans compared to

bonobos but not chimpanzees and gorillas. Thus, despite having a brain that is three times

larger than the great apes in absolute size, the PPFM_max depth is small in humans

compared to most other great apes, with the exception of orangutans.

Discussion

Three main findings emerged from this study. First, after the split between Old Worlds

monkeys and with lesser apes, CS surface area increased in size relative to cortical surface

area up to the point of the split between the genus Pan and Homo. At that point in primate

evolution, the total CS surface area and corresponding motor-hand region, like primary

sensory cortices [de Sousa et al. 2010] did not keep pace with the expansion of other cortical

association regions [Sherwood et al. 2012], resulting in humans having a relatively small CS

surface area after adjusting for total folded cortical surface area.
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Second, great apes and humans show a distinct dorsal-ventral pattern in CS folding

compared to lesser apes and Old World monkeys. Specifically, in great apes and humans,

the central portion of the CS is marked by a shallow folding while being preceded and

followed by deep folding (see Figure 7). This pattern of distinct dorsal-ventral variation in

CS depth is likely attributable to the increased size of the PPFM in great apes and humans

compared to other primates. Because the CS has to fold over the PPFM, it might further

explain the anatomical presence of the KNOB or motor-hand area in great apes and humans

as has been previously described in these species [Hopkins and Pilcher 2001; Yousry et al.

1997].

Third, the mean PPFM_max depth was significantly smaller in humans and orangutans

compared to gorillas, chimpanzees, and bonobos. Paradoxically, the lower PPFM_max

values may reflect increased size of the PPFM in humans and orangutans compared to the

other African great apes. Assuming that the CS has to fold over the PPFM, the shallower

central depths may reflect that presence of a larger buried PPFM gyrus, which subsequently

inhibits the CS from folding inward in that portion of the precentral gyrus. In short, because

the PPFM is larger and projects closer to the cortical surface, the sulcus is inhibited from

forming a deeper fold.

With respect to the overall CS surface area, there do not appear to be any distinct changes in

the size and folding as a consequence of the evolution of increased specializations in the

functional use of the hands for tool manufacture in hominins [Tocheri et al. 2008]. Thus, it

does not appear that humans have a relatively large or more gyrified CS compared to other

primates. We suggest that, instead of increased expansion of the CS, what likely happened

after the split between the common ancestor of humans, chimpanzees, and bonobos was

increasing expansion in other cortical regions, particularly within association regions,

including the premotor and prefrontal cortex. This expansion would result in the increased

connectivity and gyrification found in the frontal lobe regions in humans compared to

nonhuman primates. Several bodies of research support this interpretation: First, Rilling and

Insel (1999) and others [Armstrong et al. 1993] have reported that humans are significantly

more gyrified in the prefrontal cortex, after adjusting for overall brain size, than other

primates. Second, a number of authors have reported that humans have a disproportionally

higher amount of white compared to grey matter in the premotor and prefrontal cortex when

compared to other primate species [Rilling and Insel 1999b; Rilling and Insel 1999a;

Schoenemann et al. 2005; Smaers et al. 2011]. Presumably the increasing white matter

reflects increased connectivity between prefrontal and premotor cortex with other cortical

regions in the brain. Third, cytoarchitectonic analyses of several cortical regions in humans

and great apes have revealed significant changes in important premotor and prefrontal

cortical regions. For example, Schenker et al. [2010] found that Brodmann's area 44 and 45,

constituent parts of Broca's area, was nearly 7 times larger in humans compared to

chimpanzees. Similarly, Semendeferi and colleagues (2001) found that area 10, a portion of

prefrontal cortex thought to be involved in long-term motor planning, was 6.6 times larger in

humans compared to other apes [Semendeferi et al. 2001]. In contrast, area 13 within the

prefrontal cortex which is part of the limbic system, was only 1.5 time larger in humans

compared to great apes [Semendeferi et al. 1998].
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The relatively small CS surface area in humans as compared to great apes is consistent with

some reports that humans have a relatively small precentral gyrus as well as Brodmann's

area 4. For example, based on previously published data, Schoenemann [2006] reported that

human primary motor cortex was only 33% as large as would be predicted for primate of our

brain size, indicating that it is relatively small as compared to other neocortical regions.

Similarly, Semendeferi et al. (2002) reported that the human precentral gyrus volume, as a

percentage of total brain, was within the same range as those reported in great apes but that

the orangutans looked more similar to humans than chimpanzees, bonobos and gorillas.

As noted above, within the CS, there are species differences in the dorsal-ventral folding

patterns with the human and ape clade showing the presence of a shallow central region,

presumably due to the fact that the CS must fold over the buried PPFM gyrus that connects

the pre- and post-central gyri. When considering the magnitude of folding of the central CS

region, as reflected by the PPFM_max value, we also found that humans and orangutans had

significantly smaller PPFM_max values than gorillas, chimpanzees and bonobos. Assuming

that the variation in central CS depths (i.e., the SP, PPFM and IP measures) reflects the need

for CS to fold over the buried PPFM gyrus, one interpretation of these results is that the

smaller PPFM_max values reflect a larger PPFM buried gyrus. In other words, smaller

PPFM_max values reflect a larger PPFM gyrus. If this is the case, humans and orangutans

have large (in absolute terms) PPFM gyri, which would suggest that they have greater

connectivity and presumably sensory-motor integration between the pre- and post-central

gyri. In the case of humans, this might reflect an adaptation for bipedalism and increased use

of the hands for tool-use and other manual functions, which would be consistent with our

hypothesis. Of course, the remaining challenge is the interpretation of the orangutan results

in the context of the findings in humans, gorillas, chimpanzees and bonobos since they are

the least terrestrial living species of the great apes. We would suggest that one possible

explanation for the more human-like PPFM in orangutans is their arboreal habitat and the

need for power grasping with both the hands and feet for locomotion. In this scenario, the

central CS region between the SP and IP of the orangutan brain may control not just motor

functions of the hands but also the feet and this requires greater integration of the sensory

and motor regions leading to increased size of the PPFM gyrus. In the case of humans, they

may also have a similarly large PPFM gyrus but it may solely reflect sensory-motor

integration of the motor functions of the hands and individual digits. This hypothesis is

speculative but, in principle, could be tested using modern functional imaging technologies

that focus on identifying the cortical representation of hand and feet movements in different

primate species [Ehrsson et al. 2000; Hopkins et al. 2010b].

There are at least two limitations to this study. First, we used both post-mortem and in vivo

imaged brains in this study and this variable was not balanced within or between species.

However, we do not believe this influenced the results in any substantive way. Indeed,

because we used adjusted CS measures based on individual data obtained from the same

brains, this presumably did not unfairly bias the data in any significant way. However, we

also performed a follow up analysis comparing the raw and adjusted CS measures from the

chimpanzee sample, which was comprised of 10 post-mortem and 9 in vivo scans. The

descriptive data are shown in Table 1. For the raw CS surface area, CS mean depth and total
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fold area, the values were significantly larger in the cadaver compared to in vivo scans;

however, for the adjusted scores, no significant differences were found between the post-

mortem and in vivo specimens. Because the adjusted scores were the primary dependent

measures of interest, we do not believe that the variation in scanning protocols and magnets

had any significant impact on our findings.

Second, we did not examine asymmetries in the CS surface area and depth but rather used

averages between the two hemispheres. Although asymmetries could have been assessed,

comparing the findings among species would be difficult for a number of reasons. Among

them, because of the rather small sample sizes within some species, we would be

underpowered in detecting significant population-level asymmetries. This type of analysis is

further complicated by the fact that we did not have phenotypic data on behavior, such as

hand preferences, in many of the subjects. Studies in humans, chimpanzees and, to a lesser

extent monkeys, have found the depth of the left and right CS differs between right- and left-

handed subjects [Amunts et al. 1996; Hopkins and Cantalupo 2004; Phillips and Sherwood

2005]. A comparison of asymmetries in the CS would be of interest given the known

phylogenetic differences in hand preferences that have been reported in nonhuman primates

for certain tasks [Hopkins et al. 2011; Westergaard et al. 1998; Westergaard et al. 2001];

however, this question remains for future study if sufficient sample sizes within different

species can be obtained.

In summary, the current study shows that the surface area, shape, and folding pattern of the

CS changed during Old World anthropoid primate evolution, presumably to reflect the

increasing importance of somatosensory and motor integration of hand functions. Notably,

as brain size increased after the split between lesser and great apes, folding in the CS had to

accommodate the increasing size of the PPFM which resulted in the anatomical formation of

the motor-hand area or KNOB that can be visibly seen on the surface projection of the

central sulcus. Among apes, humans and orangutan have a relatively small PPFM_max

when considered within the context of the overall surface area of the CS and these may

reflect specific adaptations to bipedalism as well as motor control of the hands and feet.
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Figure 1.
BrainVISA's pipeline processing steps. a) MR image of a skull-stripped chimpanzee brain,

b) stable tissue intensities after bias field correction, c) binary mask of the brain, d) split

mask of left and right hemispheres and cerebellum, e) grey and white interface, f) A

negative mould of the white matter, g) skeletonised mould of cortical folding, h) cortical

fold graph of chimpanzee sulci with the central sulcus in red.
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Figure 2.
Example 3D brain cortex reconstructions and extracted central sulci from representative

primate species in the study along a phylogenetic timeline.
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Figure 3.
Chimpanzee central sulcus labeled and extracted. The surface area and depth dimensions are

shown in the extracted sulcus, as well as the x and y coordinates used for computing

differences in cortical folding of the CS along the dorsal-ventral axis.
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Figure 4.
a) Chimpanzee central sulcus b & c) the surface area and depth dimensions are shown in the

extracted sulcus, as well as the x and y coordinates used for computing differences in

cortical folding of the CS along the dorsal-ventral axis d) outputted data from CS

parameterization. Depth of CS is plotted on ordinate and the y coordinate along the abscissa.

SP = superior maximum CS depth before y coordinate 50, IP = maximum inferior depth

after y coordinate 50, PPFM = pli-de-passage moyen parietale, which is the shallowest CS

depth measure between the SP and IP y coordinates.
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Figure 5.
Mean central sulcus (CS) surface area (± s.e.) as a percentage of total brain surface in 10

primate species.
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Figure 6.
Plot of CS surface area regressed against total cortical folded surface area in primates. All

individual data from each species are plotted. The PGLS regression line shown was

calculated based on species mean data from the total primate sample, excluding humans.
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Figure 7.
Mean central sulcus (CS) depth along the dorsal to ventral plane in the 10 primate species.

SP = deepest superior point, PPFM = shallowest point between SP and IP, IP = deepest

inferior point.
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Figure 8.
Mean PPFM_max (± s.e.) in humans and great apes.
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Table 1

Post-Mortem In Vivo F

CS Surface Area 1248.78 989.14 9.26*

CS Depth 10.15 8.62 9.61*

Total Cortical Fold 20465.17 16193.43 13.26*

Percent CS/Total Fold 6.7% 6.0% 2.86

Percent PPFM/Total CS 28.9% 34.6% 2.12

Surface area measures are in mm2 and depth measures in are mm.

*
indicates p < .05.
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